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Practice Objectives / Notes:
Provide goaltenders the opportunity to compete and

perform.

1)  King of the Net 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
4 nets, Goalies stay in the net until they give up 2
goals, Shooters can shoot on any net

OBJECTIVE: Create an environment where goalies can compete against each other

ORGANIZATION: 
40-50 Pucks with the coach: 4 players can score on any net: The coach with the
pucks dictates when a new puck comes in:  Shooters must shoot on a different net
each shot (excluding rebounds): After 2 goals against a goalie is out, last goalie
standing wins.

VARIATION: 
1. Vary the location of nets and the coach.  2. Start the drill with a shot on goal from
the coach..

GOALIE: 
Win

2)  Lassonde 2/3 Puck 10 min.

OBJECTIVE: Working on game like read and reaction.

ORGANIZATION: 
1. Ice split in half, with a goalie and net on each side.

2. Forward starts in the middle with 3 pucks stationed (one behind net and one on
each hash mark.)

3. Both sides go at the same time.

4. Shooter can go to whatever puck they want-they continue to shoot until puck goes
in.

5. Continue until shooter scores all three pucks-unless beaten by other shooter.

GOALIE: 
1. Battle and Compete!

2. 2 losses and the goalie is eliminated!

3. Can be done multiple stations around the ice.

3)  Lassonde 3 on 1 Game 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Recongnize the play., Compete.

OBJECTIVE: Compete in a multi-player game with a clear winner. 

ORGANIZATION: 30 seconds on the clock.
Pucks in center of each zone.
On the whistle 3 players try to score on 1 defensive player and a goalie.
After a goal, if the puck hits the zone dividers or the goalie covers it, the offensive
players get another puck and attack again.
On the buzzer. The goalie who has given up the fewest goals wins.
Tie decided by alternating sudden death shoot-out. If more than two goalies tie, each
shoot-out round, if more than one goalie makes a save, they go on, anyone scored on
is out.  If all are scored on, all are back in.
The players who have scored the most win.  Both move on to the final.

VARIATION: 2 on 1.
4 on 2.

GOALIE: Read the play and try to make a save and control the rebound or direct it to
the side boards.  
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4)  Strelow Rebound Read 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Beat the first pass on your feet., Control the
rebound on the firsl shot., Utilize proper recovery,
Compete to make 2nd saves.

OBJECTIVE: Work on the goaltenders ability to recovery properly and control
rebounds.

ORGANIZATION: X1 starts with pucks. The goaltender is square to the puck at a
good depth.
X1 passes to X2. The goaltender pushes to remain square while staying up.
X2 shoots for a play off the pad far said.
X1 drifts in for a rebound.
X3 has a puck in the corner, if the original puck doesn't come near, X3 waits a
reasonable amount of time for the goalie to get set and makes a quick play on the net.

VARIATION: Place X3 in different spots.
Allow X2 to shoot to score.

GOALIE: The goaltender starts on base depth, square to X1.  Once X1 shoots, the
goaltender makes the save and tracks the rebound then prepares to stop X3.  X3 has
options and the goaltender has to read and react accordingly.  

5)  Bennett 2-0 Drive 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Traffic, Rebound Control, Reading the shot vs
pass, Covering the Puck

OBJECTIVE: Working on the goalie dealing with traffic and rebounds.

ORGANIZATION: Coach stands between the Hashmarks.

One shooter in front of the coach facing the net.

One shooter behind the coach with back to the net.

On whistle, coach can pass to either shooter. Both crash net for shot or pass/shot.
Can only play one rebound.

6)  3 on 3 Strelow 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Promote skating and effective passing

OBJECTIVE: Work on the goaltenders ability to handle the puck, skate and have fun. 

ORGANIZATION: 
3 on 3 Cross-Ice as shown: No goalies.

VARIATION: 
1. Have a shooter play goalie.  2. Add a center line and make all three goalies be on
the offensive side before you can shoot.

GOALIE: 
1. No body checking. 2. Make plays. 3. Work to get open and back check.

Post-Practice Comments:


